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Preamble:

Our proposal for the new Marine Culture and Popular  Music Center in Kaohsiung 
contains a global dimension, an urban, an architectural, and a poetic one:

global dimension - a Sense of Unity
 
Human consciousness the human mind and even the human body will increasingly 
be determined and formed by the spirit of the Aquarian Age which - according to 
ancient Western wisdom teachings - began about ten years ago around the start of 
2000 and will last for two thousand years. Already completely new values and insights 
have made themselves felt at all level of our existence.  The spirit of duality and 
antagonism which dominated mankind`s last two thousand years of history will give 
way to a spirit of human interdependence and a sense of unity with all creation. It is 
no accident that the human mind is now  stretched  to include the whole universe up 
to the stars. At the start of  the Aquarian  Age the earth has been directly  seen by the 
human eye  for the first time as one. Such holistic vision of  the universe will lead us 
to see ourselves not any more as monadic objects, but as energy systems related to 
all other forms of energy and life;  we will construct an entirely new model of global 
economic and global political relations, and above all, also a new model of human 
health and of architecture connected with it.

Above all Kaohsiung is a habour city, a water city.  Our proposal celebrates value 
and joy in life enabled by water. Huge disasters of sea-water pollution in our own 
days have renewed our awareness of the preciousness of water to human life; any 
global ocean map will  show that all  waters, oceans and rivers are interconnected. A 
damage at one point is a damage to all.       
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urban dimension - the Pivot of the Four Quarters
 
The competition area  is strategically and geographically situated like the the empty 
Pivot of the Four Quarters of Kaohsiung City as a whole: the open ocean is situated 
to the south, the city as such with its inhabitants to the north, backed further 
by  mountain ranges. East and west are occupied by the vital hustle and bustle 
of commercial activities in connection with the center and the harbor of the city. 
According to modern rational urban planning theories  such  pivot is surely the most 
fitting position  for a cultural center and civic piazza It is equally the most auspicious 
position according to the more intuitive traditional design theories of  feng-shui 
or Chinese geomancy. This understanding of the unique character of a particular 
place, the genius loci of Kaohsiung,  as it were,  determined the placing of the main 
functions  and structures  of the given redevelopment program  into  the four cardinal 
directions. 

We placed  the largest building  with various performance halls in the very north, - the 
traditional geomantic direction of the Black Turtle -, named Turtle Dome,  the open 
air performance space in the west, - the direction of the White Tiger -, named the 
Arena of Ecstasy, the green park area in the east, the direction of the Azure Dragon 
-,  named the Forest of Hope, and the Small Performance Halls to the south, - the 
direction of Scarlet Bird-, named the Scarlet Tower.

The  bridges in the north-west corner of the site under which  the existing River of 
Love enters  the sea, we named The Floating Bridges of Dreams, a platform from 
where one can overlook all the edifices of the Bay of Joy. This spot  marks the land- 
entry  to the Marine Culture and Popp Music Center as a whole. It marks the land- 
entry  to the Marine Culture and Popp Music Center as a whole.



Civil Piazza San Marco in Venice Sea Piazza with Opera House in Sydney Arena of Ecstacy

architectural  dimension - the Sense of Place
 
Behind  any new architectural design stand images of historic precedent and images of 
cultural  archetypes. 

Pondering over the design of  new environment  for the Kaohsiung Marine Culture and 
Popp Music Center, the ancient and modern precedents  which came to our mind were the 
unique place for civic gathering of Piazza San Marco in Venice in a European Renaissance 
urban setting, and the oceanic  harbor place around the Sydney Opera House in a 
contemporary  Australian setting. Even though completely different in time, scale and use, 
they both reflect the creative genius of their designers, their special social and economic 
setting and their cultural ambience.

The Sense of Place we are suggesting for  the Bay of Joy within Kaohsiung Harbor is a 
civic space built to the honour and preciousness of water, in a culturally local Taiwanese 
setting and a 21st century global urban context. This intention is also reflected in the very 
architecture we propose, and hopefully will reverberate in the very music to be created and 
performed there.

poetic  dimension - the Bay of Joy
 
All architectural and urban design is by and for the human being; thus, by default, all man-
made places  and  structures  are imbued with human emotion and feeling.  To give names 
to man-made objects and places is part of  emotion-charged creative activity. Animals don’t 
do that. In the case  of Kaohsing we propose to call this bay fed by the existing River of Love 
by the name of Bay of Joy. 

Joy constitutes the profoundest human emotional value there is. It brings you closest to 
be at  one with the divine, not faith nor religious believes. Joy is our ultimate destiny and 
our the greatest accomplishment in human life. We hope that also every ride by rowing or 
sailing on the bay would become a joy-ride in the future.

In this sense also all of our suggested names for the future individual structures of our 
project such as Turtle Dome, Arena of Ecstassy, Forest of Hope, Scarlet Tower and The 
Floating Bridges of Dreams  are  expressions for different  types of possible  human joy.




